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This Cambridge Companion presents an opportunity for critical reassessment of the British authors, genres and themes of the 1790s written in response to events in France and political reaction at home. The volume falls into two main sections. After an indispensable historical overview, six chapters engage with the best-known works of the four major writers of the Revolution debate. The chapters which follow range more widely, both chronologically and thematically: they deal with popular radical culture and counter-revolutionary culture; the distinctive contribution of women writers; novels of opinion on both sides of the political divide; and drama. The final chapter opens up the connections between the Revolution controversy and Romantic poetry. The chapters do not follow a single pattern. Some of them focus on the arguments of individual texts; others on formal and stylistic innovation. A few generalize from many texts, while others investigate readers' responses -both literary and visual, in the case of Burke and Paine -and the circumstances of production. This variety reflects the nature of the subject, which spans several different disciplines.
The writers covered in this volume do not stand in isolation: their works are dependent for meaning on each other, and display a high degree of intertextuality, allusiveness and cross-reference. Writers not only responded to each other's publications, but were often acquainted personally. Burke and Paine were drawn into friendship before they took opposing views on the French Revolution, while Godwin and Wollstonecraft were briefly married before her early death in 1797. Writers reached out to all sections of society, and women were as intensely engaged in political debate as men. Authors chose different ways to reach their public, defined by the price that readers were willing to pay. Some works were published in book form, intended for a limited audience, but many originated as pamphlets, and were published at prices ranging from three shillings (Burke's Reflections on the Revolution in France) to sixpence (the second part of Paine's Rights of Man). The French Revolution prompted the first modern, socially inclusive political debate in Britain. This debate set a pattern for the future, and remains influential today. 
